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From the Flood of 1933 to Indian Rock Dam
The 1920’s and 1930’s saw tremendous
flooding throughout the United States, with York
being no exception.
Though not the only major flood around that
time, the flood of record for York struck in 1933
- causing an estimated millions of dollars in
damages while the region was already dealing
with the Great Depression. It was a primary
impetus for the construction of Indian Rock Dam.

Shamokin Daily News - August 21, 1933

The Altoona Tribune - August 24, 1933

York Daily Record Tropical Storm Agnes Supplemental - June 29, 1972

The Flood Control Act of 1936
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Office of History

The Flood Control Act of 1936 was landmark
legislation that ultimately determined that
flooding was a national problem that the federal
government was going to become more involved
in addressing.
It created a new major mission for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and provided the
statutory authorization for the construction of
Indian Rock Dam - as well as hundreds of other
flood risk management works across the country.
These remarkable engineering projects today
comprise one of the largest
single additions to the nation’s
It is hereby recognized
physical plant - rivaled only by “
that destructive floods upon
the rivers of the United
the highway system.
States, upsetting orderly
processes and causing
Over the years, they have
loss of life and property,
including the erosion of
lands, and impairing and
saved billions of dollars
obstructing navigation,
highways, railroads,
in property damage and
and other channels of
commerce between the
protected hundreds of
States, constitute a menace
to national welfare.” - Flood
thousands of people from
Control Act of 1936
anxiety, injury, and death.

Indian Rock Dam was not the only dam authorized by the Flood Control Act of 1936.
Subsequent to passage of the1936 Flood Control Act, hundreds of flood control dams
were built throughout the United States.

Did You Know?
The Flood Control Act of 1936 provided the
authorization for 5 flood risk management dams
constructed along the Susquehanna River and its
tributaries that are still operated and maintained by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore
District. Several other dams have been
authorized by later Flood Control Acts and
have been constructed
as well.
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Indian Rock Dam Construction Coverage

Construction on
Indian Rock Dam
began in 1940, and
the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers
considers
construction to have
been completed
September 12, 1942
York Gazette and Daily News - April 8, 1940

York Gazette and Daily News - June 11, 1940
York Gazette and Daily News - August 19, 1942

York Gazette and Daily News - June 11, 1940

Photos and captions here
from the construction
of Indian Rock Dam are
from editions of the York
Gazette and Daily News
from that time. We have shared them here courtesy of the York Daily Record.
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Indian Rock Dam Passes First Test

Did

While some
opposed
Indian Rock
Dam’s initial
construction
- whether
because of
concerns about
cost, land use
or other issues
at the time - it
quickly proved
its value to
York and others
downstream
by preventing
potentially
disastrous
flooding in 1946.
--Since
construction
was completed
in 1942, the U.S.
Army Corps
of Engineers
estimates the
project has
prevented
roughly $55
million in
damages, but
the number is
likely much
higher since
that primarily
counts the most
major storm
events.
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Tropical Storm Agnes - June 1972
Tropical Storm Agnes impacted communities throughout the Susquehanna River
Watershed in June 1972, bringing unprecedented amounts of rain and flooding to
several Pennsylvania communities.
While Indian Rock Dam did not prevent all flooding in York (with rain being so heavy
some flooding even originated downstream of the dam itself), it did significantly reduce
what could have been much worse flooding in York.

York Daily Record - July 19, 1972

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers File Photo

Tropical Storm Agnes was the first and only time
Indian Rock Dam has seen spillway flow. What that
means, is that the area behind the dam filled to its
capacity - holding back 9.1 billion gallons of water
from downstream communities - and excess water
flowed past the dam through its concrete spillway. All
elements functioned as designed.
Some have estimated that water could have been
13 feet higher than it was in York during Tropical
Storm Agnes if Indian Rock Dam had not existed.

The Corps Responds to Tropical Storm Agnes
The Office of Emergency Preparedness (a pre-cursor to FEMA)
coordinated the federal response to Agnes and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers stood up the Susquehanna Engineer District to assist with
response and recovery efforts.
The Susquehanna Engineer District supported various response and
recovery missions, including:
• Debris Removal
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“The Corps Cares” was a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers slogan
in the early 1970’s and became the slogan of the Susquehanna
Engineer District and personnel supporting recovery missions
after Agnes. (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers File Photo)
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Indian Rock Dam - Present Day

While Indian Rock Dam has reduced flood risks to York and other downstream communities for 75 years, it
continues to function as designed today. To keep a dam up and running for 75 years takes a strong commitment
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is committed to continuing its regular maintenance, rigorous inspections
and day-to-day operations to ensure this dam continues to reduce risks for years to come.

TOP: Aerial view of Indian Rock Dam. Codorus Creek flows into
the intake below the gatehouse visibile in the right of the aerial
and in the photo to the right. The reservoir is normally dry as seen
here, though the dam can close gates to control water flowing
downstream and hold water behind the dam to reduce flood risks.
RIGHT: A closer view of Indian Rock Dam’s intake. (Note: this
photo was taken just after Hurricane Sandy in 2012, which is
why there is debris visible. Part of the maintenance of the dam
is clearing debris like pictured here to ensure the dam operates
as designed). During high water events, one or more of three
gates are closed, causing water to build up behind the dam in the
normally dry reservoir.

Indian Rock Dam By the Numbers
• Rises 83 feet above streambed
• Can hold up to 9.1 billion gallons of water
• Is 1,000 feet long
• Construction was completed in 1942
• 3 20-ton steel gates can be lowered to reduce flow
of Codorus Creek downstream, reducing flood risks

• Estimated to have prevented at least $55 million in
damages since completion
• Gates closed when downstream gage at Zinn’s
Quarry reaches 9.5 feet
• 75 years of reducing flood risks to York and other
downstream communuties, and counting...

Recent Major High Water Events at Indian Rock Dam
Reservoir Crest
(spillway crest is
435 feet)

Percent of
Storage
Capacity Used

September 7 Tropical Storm Lee
September 13, 2011

421.10’

44.1%

Hurricane Sandy

October 29 November 1, 2012

413.66’

25.4%

High Water Event

October 7 October 13, 2013

413.32’

24.7%

Storm Event

Dates

While Indian Rock Dam’s gates are operated to regulate water flowing
downstream along Codorus Creek to reduce flood risks more often than
above, these are recent examples of significant high water events where
all three of the dam’s gates were closed - holding back billions of gallons
of water to prevent flooding to York and other communities downstream.

Waters from Tropical Storm Lee are seen here in the normally dry reservoir
behind Indian Rock Dam. To the left is the dam’s concrete overflow spillway.
The water in the reservoir peaked at 44.1 percent capacity during Tropical
Storm Lee. Had the reservoir’s capacity been exceeded, water would have
flowed into the concrete spillway and made its way downstream so as to
not risk putting too much pressure on the dam. Tropical Storm Lee caused
devastating flooding in parts of Pennsylvania and other states, but in York
its impacts were greatly reduced by Indian Rock Dam. (U.S. Army photo by
Steve Young, Indian Rock Dam Head Dam Operator)
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Indian Rock Dam - Spillway
What is a spillway at a dam? A dam’s spillway is a design feature most large dams have to
allow excess water in extreme situations to move past the dam without endangering the structural
stability of the dam itself once the reservoir is at capacity.
How does Indian Rock Dam’s spillway work? Indian Rock Dam has what is called an
uncontrolled spillway. That means that the spillway sees flows of water when the water in the
reservoir reaches a certain height, rather than being operated or activated by personnel.
When does Indian Rock Dam’s spillway “see flow”? At Indian Rock Dam, when the gates have
held back enough water that the reservoir reaches 435 feet above sea level (and is holding back
roughly 9.1 billion gallons of water), water begins to flow over the concrete wall seen on the left in
the image below and into the spillway. It then flows down the spillway and continues downstream
past the dam. This, like other spillways, is too avoid too much pressure building behind the dam.

Spillway

Normally dry reservoir where
water is stored when Indian Rock
Dam’s gates are closed
West Branch of
Codorus Creek,
flowing toward
Indian Rock Dam

U.S. Army photo by Chris Gardner

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers File Photo

Left: View into Indian Rock Dam’s concrete spillway.
Right: Tropical Storm Agnes was the first and only time Indian Rock Dam has seen spillway flow.
All elements functioned as designed. Note in the photo, the water has filled the reservoir and
excess water is flowing past Indian Rock Dam via the spillway.
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Indian Rock Dam - Gates
Indian Rock Dam manages the flow of water downstream by raising and lowering its three 20-ton steel gates. The
gates are not visible because they are below the three hoists you see in the middle of the gatehouse.
Below are pictures of one of the gates during routine maintenance in February 2011.
Maintanence is critical to keeping a structure like Indian Rock Dam operating for 75 years. Annually, the team
removes, takes apart, cleans and inspects one of the dam’s three gates.

